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A d  Virginem.
Great praise hath Lady Mary won 
For that she bare G od  s gotten Son, 
According unto Gabriel’ s word 
A t Angelus most meekly heard.
T he sun is all her cloth for dress,
A nd  stars enshrine her loveliness ;
N or needeth she of mortal shoon,
W h ° se feet are girded with the moon.
The Lady Mary hath a crown 
Like to a jewel-crusted town ;
A nd , like a living halo shed,
The eye of G od  illumes her head.
S H A N E  L E SL IE
GEMS OF THOUGH
Things to sRemember.
One cannot be just if  one is not humane 
—Vauvenargues.
It is waste of gifts which makes many 
live to want them.
What is called a weak will is commonly a 
flabby intellect.
There never was a great saint that lacked 
a sense o f humour.
Many social visits you think paid to your­
self are" paftl to your bottles.
The superior man stands in awe of the or­
dinances o f heaven.
I f  the will be set on virtue, there will be 
no practice of wickedness. »
Tney \vho know the truth are not equal 
to those wdio love it.
Cultivation is as necessary to the mind as 
food to the body.—-Cicero.
There are more things in man’s heart 
than ever got in through his thoughts.
Never put your hand, to anything on 
which you cannot throw your whole self—  
be a man at everything.
I never saw a man who could cut his way 
across country who could not cut Mtis way 
through better things when his turn came.
The aim of all intellectual training for  
the mass of the people should be to culti­
vate common sense.
Wherever is love and loyalty, great pur­
poses and lofty  souls, even tUough in a 
hovel or a mine, there is Fairyland.
Pure souls form a circle round Our Sa­
viour. The purer we have been on earth 
the closer we will be to Him in heaven.- 
Yen. Cure d ’Ars.
The worldly eyes does not look beyom 
this life. The eye o f the Christian see; 
even into the depths of eternity.—-Ven. 
i Cure d ’Ars.
' I f  thou hast given help and joy  to ano­
ther, thou hast not lived in vain, though 
j for the rest, thy work be inferior and full 
I of blemishes.— Bishop Spalding.
! Be punctual; delay nothing. I have al- 
1 ways been a quarter of an hour before my 
9time, and it has made a man of me.— Hora- 
it io  Lord Nelson. ..oin ruws.
True unselfishness consists, not in always 
denying one s self,* but rather, in simply ig­
noring self; the former implies duty; the 
latter, love.— Esther Sandroeh.,
It is a rule with all narrow-minded people 
that the right cause is always a lost cause, 
and therefore requires to be defended, if 
it is to be saved, with the devil’s weapons 
o f bad logic, spite, and calumny.
Enjoy the blessings o f this day, as God 
sends them, and the evils of it bear patient- 
Jy and sweetly, for  the day only is ours; 
u e hre dead to yesterday, and we are not 
yet born to the morrow.
If we love our native land so dearly be­
cause we were born and bred there, and are 
ready even to die for it, how much deeper 
sho dd be our love for the Church which has 
given us the life which has no end.
One may be very merciful in one’s judg­
ment upon those who fail in some wavs, and 
very unmerciful on those who fail in others. 
Many persons are quite pitiless towards 
those whose temptations are not their owm.
There is no day toe poor to bring us an 
opportunity, and we are never so rich that 
v. e can afford to spurn what the day brings. 
Opportunities for character always bloom 
along the pathway of our duty, and make 
if fragrant even when it is thorny.-—Samuel.
| T. Burrows.
ADVENT 5ERMON5.
By the Archbishop of 
Sydney.
be no peace for the drunkard. There would 
be no peace for the debauched. T ere 
be no peace for the unclean, the angr/- "  
had to subject these passions, and^tbere was 
difficulty. It was a g-ovom dy wickedthething to harbour ill-will towards anotherAs a rule, when a human being had u .
PEACE OF HEART.
person. As a rule, when a human oeiug , /
grievance he laboured under the delusion /  j o  J .
that he was right, and all others were wrong. X—  / r <
Forgiveness of Injuries. »  a  ,
His Grace the Archbishop of Sydney 
preached his second Advent discourse at St. 
M ary ’s Cathedral on Sundav evening to 
a large and attentive congregation. The sub­
ject of the discourse was “ Peace of Heart,”  
and his Grace chose the text: Take up My
yoke on you, and learn o f Me. because I 
am meek and humble of heart, and you shall 
find rest in your souls.”
After peace of conscience, resulting from 
the forgiveness o f our sins, or, at all events, 
the well-grounded hope of forgiveness said 
his Grace, there follows another kind of 
peace for the individual, for each one of us.
It is peace withid our own hearts, tian- 
quillity reigning in our desires. This was a 
g ift of the Holy Ghost, and this kind of 
peace was brought to us by Our Redeem . 
Who was it. that could claim to have a sin­
cere and lively faith in Our Divine Lord 
Jesus Christ? We made the Sign o f the 
Cross; knew we were baptised. We beliew- 
ed the Word o f God according as it was 
preached to us bv Holy Church. We knew 
that unless Our Saviour deceived HinJ**®l f ’ 
or made a false prom ise-and we could not 
suppose one or the other— He remained with 
Ilfs1 Church to the end o f tune, teaching all 
things which God gave Him to teach to the 
world. The fidelity o f Our Lord to that 
promise was vindication of our fa it- in 
Holy Church and the teaching ot Ho y 
Church. She does not teach about the thing 
o f this world. She teaches about the things 
of God and the truths o f religion. What 
did she teach about Our Lord, and how 
many of us had the true faith about Our 
Lord? Who was He? Why did He come? 
Why was He so poor? Why did He die on 
Calvary, fastened by nails to the Cross? The 
Church taught us that Christ, who was God 
Himself, became Man by taking a body 
soul like ours in the chaste, immaculate womb 
o f Mary, that Ho lived 33 years on earth, 
and then died to redeem us from hell and 
|from the power of the devil. The woi 
not know this. Though men were made to 
G od’s image and likeness for heaven they 
were born in the power of the devil. Just 
as tbe stream of water which was poisone 
at its source was poisoned along its whole 
length, so human nature was poisoned at its
source with the poison o f sin, the poison ot [source wiin , t d ........  agamst
d iB ob od ien eo  to  U o d  a im
« . / _  ,
What nnhaprdness was caused in o ^  honms ^  ,
and in our hearts through this. Take My (/ V
yoke on vou, and learn of Me to ®
L a  humble ”  We should become like little
forgave one another from onr hearts as 
God had forgiven us, and as we wished to b 
forgiven bv God. We were constantly a 
source of trouble and annoyance to others, 
and others may be the same to us. we 
should bear with others, as we would have
others bear with us. “ Perhaps, continued C '
bio firacc. “ -there is a question o f malice.
-> '
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A person may be trying to do you liarm. Our 
Lord Himself was hated, and hated to death - S' 
through the enmity of the Pharisees. With 
Him no true fault could be found. Wit 
us manv faults may be found. We are hard- /
lv ever right. We justify ourselves; but /
before God we are not justified. We think j j ,  MERCIER. 
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CARDINAL MERCIER.
A name that stands out like a star above the 
blood-stained flood of Belgian history since the 
outbreak of the war is that of Cardinal Mer- 
cier, who has confronted von Bissing and his 
horde and has withstood them to their faces 
in defence of the people of the invaded coun­
try. Here is the text of an address given by 
Cardinal Mereier on the day of the National 
Fete, July 21, 1916, at Sainte Gudule, Brussels. 
The address is simple and brave. It will ap­
peal to persons holding the most varied creeds. 
Private hatred even for the invader is inadmis­
sible, says the Cardinal, but the claims of 
public justice must be met since “ without re­
spect for unconditional justice no relationship 
is possible either between individuals or be­
tween nations.” Fearlessly the Cardinal went 
on to pronounce these words: “ And that is why, 
with St. Thomas Aquinas, the most authorita­
tive teacher of Christian Theology, we proclaim 
that public retribution is commendable.” This 
is the keynote of the address. And yet the 
preacher still lives! We have received a copy 
of the address from the Belgian Consul.
The Blindness of the World.
‘ ‘ Who thinks of this,”  continued his 
Grace, "v/hen we are making the Sign of 
the Cross? Are you impressed with a sense 
of gratitude to Our Lord, who, by His suf­
fering and death on the Cross, redeemed us 
from the power of the devil? Until the 
world becomes conscious of having fallen 
from its destiny with God, of having been 
doomed to everlasting separation from God, 
and of having been inflicted with disorderly 
passions', the world cannot understand Chris­
tianity.^ The first thing to be done with our 
hearts is to heal them, like patients in the 
hospital. We require a physician to heal us. 
We are sick with pride/anger and other 
vices. We cannot heal ourselves. Our 
Lord comes to heal us. 'Take up My yoke 
on you, learn of Me to be meek and humble 
of heart, then you will find rest.’ I f  the 
world is not at rest, if  we ourselves in our 
own hearts are not at rest, it is because 
we have not the true spirit of our Bedeemer. 
It is because we are not meek and humble 
of heart, and we never will have rest in our 
souls until we become meek and humble of 
heart, as Jesus Christ was. Let us, there­
fore, pray that we may understand our own 
hearts, and obtain grace to put aside the 
disorders of our own affections, the disord­
ers of self-love, especially hatred and re­
venge towards others. Then we will have all 
that we wish.”
Prayer, a Gift of God.
Continuing, his Grace pointed out that sin 
was the fruit of self-love, of the disorder of 
our passions. Here we were getting at the 
passions themselves in our own hearts. Her? 
we were bringing ourselves entirely into the 
school of Christ. Here we were bringing 
ourselves up to the level of tiiat beautiful 
prayer which Our Lord made first, and 
which expresses all the desires of the human 
heart, namely, the Lord’s Prayer. I f we 
could say that prayer from our hearts we 
would then have taken upon ourselves the 
yoke of Our Lord, and would find rest in 
our souls. We must pray for peace. It was 
a gift of Ghd. We must pray for forgive­
ness of our sins; we must pray that we 
might be able to subject our evil passions
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The Rosary in Ireland.
IN CAMP OR PRISON CELL.
Ireland is in a unique sense the country 
of the Rosary. In the troubled times through 
which she has been passing, the “ Coroin 
Mhuire” lias been the consolation of her 
boldest sons whether in the camp or the 
prison cells. Irish devotion to the Rosary, 
as disclosed through the eVo^ts of Easter 
Week, has set an example far «nd near, 
the ultimate effect of which it is mvt pos­
ab le  to-day to estimate. Among the ia«p 
prayers uttered by Roger Casement as he’ 
advanced to the scaffold was “ St. Brigid,' 
the Mary of the Gael, pray for m e;”  and,
foun(l dU memTCrs ot the 
Gaelic League of London on their knees out­
side the prison walls fervently reciting the 
Rosary for the repose of their hero’s soul.
The Mass, the Great Public Function.
The Mass, of course, is the great public 
function of the Catholic Church. The Ro­
sary is but a simple form of prayer. And 
yet, for generations the Rosary had to do 
duty in Ireland as a substitute for the Mass. 
Even to this day in Innismurray the in­
habitants gather together amidst the ruins 
of an old monastic settlement and recite the 
Rosary while Mass is being celebrated in 
their parish church at Cliffoney, many miles 
, away upon the mainland. In the dim twi­
light the same islanders, like other islanders 
along the coast, may be found reciting the 
Rosary with equal fervour on the swelling 
waters of the Atlantic; for Father Condon’s 
vivid picture of the Aran fishermen in his 
exquisite book, “ The Crackling of Thorns,”  
is true of all our native fisherfolk ( ‘ from 
Tory island to Ciiodhna Cais.”  “ I am fa­
miliar with the noble liturgy of the Church;
I have assisted at the most solemn func­
tions; I have seen the Holy Father say Mass 
on the High Altar of St. Peter’s, ’ ’ writes 
Father Condon. “ But not even then wTas 
our faith in all its real, living force brought 
home to me in more telling fashion than by 
that Rosary recited in Irish by the Aran 
peasants in the stuffy cabin of a frail craft, 
left to drift in God’s keeping upon the heav­
ing waters of the night.”
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thereupon, lifting his gaze to heaven, the 
hempen cord, which within a minute launch­
ed him into eternity, dangled before his un­
daunted eyes. The tolling bell, which in­
stantly announced his execution to a cheer­
ing English crowd, found 30 members of the 
Gaelic League of London on their knees out­
side the prison walls fervently reciting the 
Rosary for the repose of their hero 's soul.
The Ma^s, the Great Public Function.
The Mass, of course, is the great public 
function of the Catholic Church. The Ro­
sary is but a simple form of prayer. And 
yet, for generations the Rosary had to do 
duty in Ireland as a substitute for the Mass. 
Even to this day in Innismurray the in­
habitants gather together amidst the ruins 
of an old monastic settlement and recite the 
Rosary while Mass is being celebrated* in 
theif parish church at Cliffoney, many miles 
away upon the mainland. In the dim twi­
light the same islanders, like other islanders 
along the coast, may be 'found reciting the 
Rosary with equal fervour on the swelling 
waters of the Atlantic; for Father Condon's 
vivid picture of the Aran fishermen in his 
exquisite book, “ The Crackling of Thorns," 
is true of all our native fisherfolk “ from 
Tory island to Cliodhna Cais." “ I am fa­
miliar with the noble liturgy of the Church;
I have assisted at the most solemn func­
tions; I have seen the Holy Father say Mass
on the High Altar of St, Peter V w r i t e s
Father Condon. “ But not even then was 
our faith in all its real, living force brought 
home to me in more telling fashion than bv 
that Rosary recited in Irish by the Aran 
peasants in the stuffy cabin of a frail craft, 
left to drift in God’s keeping upon the heav­
ing waters of the night,"
The Common Family Prayer.
The Rosary is very often the common 
prayer of the whole family. The family is 
the unit of society. It is the very founda­
tion upon which society is built. It is a 
sacred unit. It is given a character of 
supernatural sanctity by the Sacrament of 
Matrimony. Nothing will help us more to 
preserve the memory of that sanctity than 
the nightly union of the members of the 
family in common prayer before God. The 
union of the family at the Rosary turns 
every little Irish home into a chapel. Each 
member of the family feels the sacredness 
of the bond that binds him to the rest. The 
parents are no longer the mere instruments 
of our physical life, they are the father 
and the mother whom God has bid us to 
honour in one of /His Commandments. Our 
brothers and sisters arc not mere participa­
tors in our common blood, they are comrades 
whom God has placed in close union with 
us in our journey towards heaven.
In connection with the evening recitation 
of the Rosary, our good old Irish people I
have found a way of bridging over the 
chasms produced by time and space, and 
keeping alive the memory of bonds that 
have been broken by exile or death. This 
is done by what is known as the kt trim­
ming”  of the Rosary. The ocean may roll 
between, and letters may come at rare in­
tervals, or they may have ceased to' come 
altogether, and the only newTs received for 
years may be a chance word from the child 
of a neighbour, the grave itself may have 
opened its insatiable jaws, and yet the 
hearts in dear old Ireland are the hearts 
that don't forget. Brother Tom or Aunt 
Mary who went away to Australia ever so 
many years ago, or poor little Noirin who 
was snatched away in the innocence of her 
young life, are still mentioned every even­
ing at the faithful Irish fireside. As the 
old people who offer up the Rosary advance 
in years the trimmings gradually grow 
longer, until some of the younger folk are 
tempted to regard them as a little tiresome, 
but it is certain that the memory of such 
things in after days will never tire.
Vain Hope.
The worldly hope men set their hearts upon 
Turns ashes—or it prospers; and anon,
Like snow upon the earth’s hot, dusty
face
Melts—in a little hour or two it ’s gone*
—Charles J. Flynn.
Discretion in speech is more than elo­
quence. When you doubt abstain.
Through a man’s tongue we get a glimpse 
of his brain—or his lack thereof.
If all knew how easy cheerfulness makes 
things, the work of the world would be 
done patiently and with smiles.
Constant fault-finding is like sand in the 
sugar. It lessens the sweetness of life, and 
sets the teeth on edge. ,
Charity to our neighbour is more pleasing 
to God than, solitude and pious thoughts.— 
St. Teresa.
It is surely better to have to answer foil 
beni£ too merciful than for being too se­
vere.-—St. Chrysostom.
Religious reading is practically the only 
available antidote for many against the 
false maxims of the world.—Cardinal 
Vaughan.
In the presence of the Blessed Sacrament
(we are like a person dying of thirst by ie side of a river. He would only need to >end his head. Or like a person close to a 
reat treasure; he need only stretch out his 
and.—Blessed Cure d ’Ars.
As long as we keep cheerful hearts our du- 
ies do not seem very hard, nothing that 
have to do appears too much for us. 
-out as soon .as we let complaining thoughts 
into our hearts, everything becomes hard 
and tiresome.
Oh, blessed, blessed Eternity, and blessed 
are they who rightly ponder it. All we do 
here for a brief uncertain time is but as 
child $ play.  ^ It were less than worthless, 
save that it is the passage to eternity.— St. 
Francis de Sales. '
The Church asks but little of us—a short, 
prayer, a slender alms; but alms and praver' 
alike render us participants in the great-1 
est of benefits, in the highest glorv of 
glories, the conversion of souls, and the 
spread of the reign of Jesus Christ.—Father 
Monsabre.
w mere as it does but mislead, just, as a 
highted man sees only so. far as to be led bv 
his uncertain sight over the precipice.—Car­
dinal Ndvman.
' ' I f  I live'as if there were no God—no 
God to protest, no God to console, no God to 
punish—what am I but the fool that said 
in his heart. ' There is no God?7 What is the 
theism of the lips compared with the athe­
ism of the life ?7’— A. R. Wells%
Let the atmosphere of the home be Ca­
tholic, with memorials of Catholic history 
and devotion—teaching art upon its -walls 
and Catholic books to familiarise the young 
minds with Catholic literature. Let the 
conversation sometimes turn to Catholic sub­
jects, and that sympathetically, not in an 
offensive and carping spirit. And,' above all, 
let there be, at least, occasional prayer to­
gether.
And here, we see what is meant by the 
poet’s maxim, 11A little learning is a dan­
gerous thing.7 7 Not that knowledge, little or 
much, if it be real knowledge, is dangerous] 
but that many a man considers a mere ha-ay 
view of many things to be real knowledge* 
whereas it does but mislead, just as a shortj 
highted man sees only so, far as to be led bvj 
his uncertain sight over the precipice.—Car-i 
dinal Neuman. ' V
LOST IN THE BUSH.
THREE-YEAR-OLD BOY’S ADVENTURE
Ewen Campbell, a three-year-old boy, living 
with his parents in Johnson Street, Chatswood 
was lost in the bush between Pymble and Tur-1 
ramurra about 4 o’clock on Monday afternoon. 
Search parties which had been looking for 
the child failed to locate him until about a 
quarter past 11 yesterday morning.
The child’s parents took him to a friend’s 
place in Lane Cove Road, Turramurra, on 
Monday, and the two families then went into 
the bush for a picnic. Having returned again 
to the house in the afternoon, Mrs. Campbell 
on looking for her boy Ewen, who had been 
playing with the other children, found that 
he has disappeared.
A search around the vicinity failed to locate 
the boy, and the police were informed of his 
disappearance. The search was fcontinuef 
through the night, and at daylight a squad o: 
six mounted police from the Sydney depot 
motor patrol constables, a large party of Boj 
Scouts, and other volunteers made a thorough 
search of the whole immediate district.
When found by a lad named George Blair, 
one of the several parties, the child was half­
way between Pymble and Turramurra sitting in 
the bush beside a creek.
The little chap said that he had wandered 
into the bush thinking he would find his father. 
Darkness had come on, and he was lost. “ I 
kept on calling out for you, mother, all night 
long, and you did not answer,” said the little 
lad when he was again restored to the care of 
; his mother.
While wandering through the bush in the 
dark he fell over a precipice 40 feet deep, and 
miraculously escaped serious injury, being 
merely scratched severely about the body. Be­
coming tired, he took off his shirt, trousers, 
coat, and white boots and shoes, and, lying 
down in his singlet, fell asleep. It was the 
white shoes and socks that first attracted the 
attention of the lad George Blair.
! DID THE WHALE SWALLOW JONAH
—
Rev. II. D. Mackie, Presbyterian min­
ister at Grafton, appears to have very 
serious doubts about the matter. At any 
rate in a lecture the other evening, he 
is reported to have thrown grave suspic­
ion on the personality of the prophet, 
and to have even declared that the inci­
dent of the whale was a silly story, and 
furthermore, that there were other cir­
cumstances which stamp the book of Jo 
nah as unhistorical, and only the product 
of “ a. noble Jewish heart.”  These de- 
larations were like a bombshell in the 
Grafton parsonic camp, and on Thurs­
day last the venturesome cleric was over­
whelmed by a cataclysmic series of let­
ters to the i iDailv Examiner,”  more 
than half the page being taken up with 
the rejoinders. Jt seems to us that fov 
the next few weeks the theologians of 
the City of Fine Trees are to have the 
time of their lives. Probably by this 
time the cleric is sorry he spoke.—
‘ ‘ li.B. Herald,”
St. Augustine bids US’: “ Choose either to 
love temporal things and pass with time, or 
to love eternal gods and live eternally with 
God.’ ’
If we put patience into the will there is 
certain achievement.
Nothing is mure delightful than the light 
of the truth.—Cicero.
Happiness, at least, is not solitary; it joys 
to communicate; it loves others, for it d£- 
v pends on them for its existence. . . . the
very name and appearance of a happy man 
breathes of good nature, and help the rest 
of us to live.—rStevenson.
The more I  am provoked the more I must 
keep silence. ;
Devotion sweetens all that courage must 
endure. * !
Into the well which supplies thee with wa~ 
ter cast no stones.— Talmud.
The history of the world is a. divine 
poem; the history of every nation is a canto 
in that poem; and the life of every man is 
a word in that poem. Its harmony has ever 
been resounding through the ages and 
though its melody has been marred by the 
roar of cannon and the groans of dying 
men, yet to the Christian philosopher, to 
you and me, that poem breathes a prohpecy 
of more happy and halycon days to come.— 
James A. Garfield.
Keep in  ^the sunlight; nothing beautiful 
or sweet growTs or ripens in the darkness. 
f He wiio wraits to do a great deal at once
will never d 3 anything.— Samuel Johnson.
; 1 beg you to take courage; the bravest;
soul can mend even disaster.—Catherine of 
Russia. >' >
The hardest and best borne trials are 
those which are never chronicled in any 
earthly record.
The very presence of the Blessed Sacra­
ment dispenses secret benedictions.—St. Jane 
Frances de Chantal.
I f we cannot sanctify our present lot wre 
could sanctify no other. God and truth 
and beauty are as near one spot of life as 
any other.
There are a good many real miseries in 
life that we cannot help smiling at, but 
they are the smiles that make wrinkle’s and 
not dimples.—O. W. Holmes.
When life is so short, every moment 
c ounts.' I f wTe neglect the minutes we; will 
soon find that life itself has passed without | 
our having accomplished anything. !
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rrienuship sometimes shows "‘Its 
as much by the readiness with whi 
eepts benef ts as by the freedom with which 
it gives them
To love God truly one must have three 
hearts in one; a heart all on tire for God; 
a heart full of charity for his neighbour, 
and a heart of flint for himself.—Blessed 
Benedict Joseph Labre.
The Christian ideal is not freedom from 
work, but strength to do it; not freedom 
firm temptation, but power to overcome it; 
j*• t freedom from suffering, but joy in an 
abiding sense of the Father 's love.
The Christian ideal is not freedom from 
work, but strength to do it; not freedom 
from temptation, bur, power to overcome it; 
not freedom from suffering, but joy  in an 
abiding sense of the Father\s love.
Seek high friendship, and when good for­
tune brings you into acquaintance, with men 
and women who are above you in true sta­
tion in life, wisely make the most of your 
opportunity.
.Renew Thine image, Lord, in me,
Lowly and gentle may I "be;
No charms hut these to Thee are dear;
No anger mayst Thou ever find,
No pride in my unruffled mind,
But faith and heaven-born peace be there.
P. GERHAKDT.
There is something wrong with the man 
who never wants to help the under dog.
The blue heaven is larger * than all the 
clouds in it, and much more lasting.
A living plant seeks water; a living soul 
longs for the refreshment vof the sanctuary.
How much happier this world would be did 
we all say a kindly word instead of one of 
criticism or censure.
Thefts never enrich, alms never impover­
ish, and prayers hinder no work.—A Ger­
man proverb. y
There is no more important work in this 
world, no greater duty than to help others 
to keep up ' their courage.
I f  you ofily knew the evils which .others 
suffer, you would willingly submit to those 
which you yourself bear.—-Philemon.
The Lord sends a gim t idea into the world 
whenever He can find a man great enough 
to receive it.
Lifting off the burden of another beats 
training in a gymnasium for increasing 
strength.
Let our humility be a cheerful humility. 
Not too angry without ourselves, for that 
might be a subtle pride, as if our meanness 
was something very surprising to ns instead 
of being a mere matter of course. f
There are many who are at peace as long f 
as we hold them in good esteem; hut, le t 1 
their honour be ever so slightly touched, r 
they at once lose all their peace.—St. To- J* 
resa. % ■ 1
We grow able to do aud bear that, which is 
it is needful we should do and bear. Strain­
ing up a steep hill a man’s? heart will grow 
stout just in proportion to its steepness.
It is good to have money, and the things 
that money can buy; but i t ’s good, too, toe 
check up once in a while and make sure youh,; 
haven’t lost the things that money can’tal. 
buy.
I have grown to believe that the onew 
thing worth aiming at is simplicity of heartid 
and life; that the wt>rl<j is a very beautiful is 
place; that congenial lab offr is the secret ofti* 
happiness.—A. F. Benson, in (‘ The Point oihe
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he views with disdain. So trite is this that 
absolute denunciation is almost invariably 
the produce of absolute ignorance.—L. Whit-
§Flowers are the fairest and gentlest things 
the hand of God hath fashioned from Hi? 
elements of nature; and one would almost 
hope they had sou}s to ho reborn for ever 
in the sunlit valleys of Paradise.-*—Canon 
Sheehan, “ tinder the Cedars; and the Stars.7!
There is no part of the history of Jesus 
hut Mary has her part in it. There arc 
those who profess to he His servants, who 
think that her work was ended when she 
bore Him, and after that she had nothing to 
do hut disappear "and he forgotten. But we, 
O Lord, Thy children of the Catholic Church, 
do not so think of Thy Mother .---Cardinal 
Xewmnn.
It is the great nature, not the narrow 
one, that is keenest in discernment, and 
that is most swift to recognise all that is 
fine or noble in any effort. There is no criti­
cism , so severe, so carping as that of the 
person who could least accomplish the work 
he views with disdain. So true is this that 
absolute denunciation is almost invariably 
the produce o f absolute ignorance.—-L. Whit­
ing- K * *
To bo trusted is a greater compliment 
than to be loved.—George MacDonald.
Love the will of God—love it alone—and 
thus make a heaven upon earth.—Fenelon.
Expediency is man’s wisdom; doing right 
is God’s.—Meredith.
A  giver is not always a brother or a 
friend.
I f  you do not send the light, of good deeds 
before you in life, you will find yourself 
in darkness of death.
God pities and men hate the fellow wno 
puts himself in a class above his neigh­
bours.
One of the deepest mysteries of Eternity 
is how the remembrance of the lost oppor­
tunities of life will let Heaven.be Heaven. 
—M.R.
Where grace is there is the Precious 
Blood. Whatever may merit can only merit 
by coming in contact with the Precious 
Blood.—Father Faber.
Faith has a sort of vision of its own; 
but there is no light in which it can distin­
guish objects except the light of prayer.
. . . The light of prayer is as the beam
of steadfast day.—Father Faber.
Scepticism has ruined many a noble 
mind and many a hopeful work; but it has 
never helped to produce anything of its » 
own, helpful or noble or beautiful or - 
great.—Father Henry Coleridge, S.J. >’
Seek to mingle gentleness in all your re­
bukes; bear wdth the infirmities of others; 3 
make allowances for constitutional frail- t 
ties; never say harsh things if  kind things i- 
* will do as well. '
Anything that will make a man new, s 
that will clear the cobwebs of discourage- r 
ment from his brain, and drive away fear, 
care, and worry is of practical value. It 1 
is the shrewdest kind o f business policy to j- 
do what will recreate, refreshen and re- a 
juvenate one for the next day’s work. t
The joy resulting from the diffusion of - 
blessings all around us is the purest and o 
sublimest that can ever enter the human 
mind, and can be conceived only by those o 
who have experienced it. o_ a
prayer-book with him. He often satisfies 
himself by kneeling on one knee during 
the Consecration. He is in a desperate 
hurry to get away from God. Are you 
|that man?
To bo trusted is a greater compliment 
than to be loved.—George MacDonald.
Love the will of God—love it alone—and 
thus make a heaven upon earth.—Fenelon.
Expediency is man’s wisdom; doing right 
is God’s.—Meredith.
No one need hope to rise above his pre­
sent situation who suffers small things to 
pass by unimproved, or who neglects, meta­
phorically speaking, to pick up a farthing 
because it is not a shilling.
Prayer raises our minds and hearts to 
God, and shows us from this elevated point 
of view the vanity of the goods and plea­
sures of this world; it fills us with light, 
strength, and consolation, and gives us 
a foretaste of the peace and joy of our 
heavenly country.—St. Rose of Viterbo.
In general, pride is at the bottom of all 
great mistakes. All other passions do oc 
casional good; but wherever pride puts in 
its word, everything goes wrong, and what 
it might be desirable to do quietly and in­
nocently. it is morally dangerous to do 
proudly.—Rusk in.
It is noted that the man who is last into 
cliureli and first out of it never brings a 
prayer-book with him. He often satisfies 
himself by kneeling on one knee during j 
the Consecration. He is in a desperate 
hurry to get away from God. Are you 
that man?
Paul Bourget’s Book.
“ THE NIGHT COMETH.93
Two classes ef readers especially are like­
ly to be deeply interested in Paul Bour- 
.get’s latest book, “ The Night Cometh” — 1 
those who strongly adhere to the Christian 
faith, and those who, no less tenaciously, 
•cling to philosophic materialism. Though it 
is a work of imagination and classed as fic­
tion, the author has written these pages, as 
a “ memoir” —an observation of the work­
ing out of the two systems of belief. ItJr.*v,wv**v w
plot an intense attraction. It is a book 
for those who reflect and reason. We can­
not forbear quoting in full its concluding 
paragraphs:
I recollect some words which were uttered one day in 
my presence, at the close of a long discussion on reli­
gious experience, by the American psychologist, Wil­
liam James, one of the sincerest scientists I have met— 
one who has brought himself most co npletely under 
the discipline of facts : “ I believe that through com­
munion with the Ideal a new energy enters into the 
world, and gives birth to new phenomena.” What did 
he mean by the Ideal? A force, since it is a source of 
force. Being glso the source of intelligence, it must 
be an intelligence. Being a source of love, it must be 
love. There can not reside in the consequent what 
virtually did not exist in the antecedent. William 
James also said of our higher psychism that “ it forms 
part of something great*-)' than itself, but of the same 
nature— something which acts in the universe outside 
it, and is able to come to its assistance. . . . ”
“ That is the opening of the Greed, set down in 
other words,” replied the Abb6 Courmont to me the 
other day, when I quoted these two passages to him : 
“ Is not our V / believe in God the Father Alm ighty ’ 
this : Something greater and o f  the same nature. . . .
which is able to come to the assistance o f  our higher 
psychism?. . . . Mr. James speaks of a new energy
which enters into the world. What difference is there 
between this and our ‘ who f o r  us men and our salva­
tion came down from  heaven ! \ . . .**
So I seem to hear him. And since I have seen Le 
Gallic and Ort&gue die—seen the moral fulness of the 
one death, and the stoical but barren distress of the 
other—it is impossible for me to prove, experimentally, 
that this priest is wrong. No more can I do so when 
he adds, alluding to Mine. Ortkgue’s religious perplexi­
ties (and to my own, I imagine, for he is so acute): 
“  With what pain the poor tormented souls of to-day 
seem to seek for the truth, which is there, quite simple, 
within their reach ! Yet is not this very pain in the 
search after truth a prayer ? When we feel the need of 
God it is because He is quite close to us.’ *
A notable passage of a remarkable book. 
There is a good translation of it by G. Fred­
eric Lees, of which Messrs. Putnam’s Sons 
are the publishers.
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of tjgjr. Boiirget ’s gifted pen. 
We are hoping that it will be widely read, 
particularly by Monists— or philosophical 
Unitarians, as they now seem to prefer be­
ing designated. As a story, “ The Night 
Cometh7’ will not appeal to the generality 
of readers, although the scene of it has a 
present interest— a war interest—and the 
plot an intense attraction. It is a book 
for those who reflect and reason. We can­
not forbear quoting in full its concluding 
paragraphs:
I recollect some words which were uttered one day in 
my presence, at the close of a long discussion on reli­
gious experience, by the American psychologist, Wil­
liam James, one of the sincerest scientists I have met— 
one who has brought himself most co mpletely under 
the discipline of facts: “ I believe that through com­
munion with the Ideal a new energy enters into the 
world, and gives birth to new phenomena.” What did 
he mean by the Ideal ? A force, since it is a source of 
force. Being also the source of intelligence, it must 
be an intelligence. Being a source of love, it must be 
love. There can not reside in the consequent what 
virtually did not exist in the antecedent. William 
James also said of our higher psychism that “ it forms 
part of something {/renter than itself, but of the same 
nature— something which acts in the universe outside 
it, and is able to come to its assistance. . . . ”
“ That is the opening of the Greed, set down in 
other words,” replied the Abb6 Courmont to me the 
other day, when I quoted these two passages to him : 
“ Is not our * I  believe in God the Father Alm ighty ’ 
this : Something greater and o f  the same, nature. . . .
which is able to come to the assistance o f  our higher 
psychism /. . . . Mr. James speaks of a new energy 
which enters into the. tvarld. What difference is there 
between this and our ‘ who f o r  us men and our salva- 
tion came doion from  heaven ! 1. . . .**
So I seem to hear him. And since I have seen Le 
Gallic and Ort&gue die—seen the moral fulness of the 
one death, and the stoical but barren distress of the 
other—it is impossible for me to prove, experimentally, 
that this priest is wrong. No more can I do so when 
he adds, alluding to Mme. Ort&gue’s religious perplexi­
ties (and to my own, I imagine, for he is so acute): 
With what pain the poor tormented souls of to-day 
seem to seek for the truth, which is there, quite simple, 
within their reach ! Yet is not this very pain in the 
search after truth a prayer? When we feel the need of 
God it is because He is quite close to us.”
A notable passage of a remarkable book. 
There is a good translation of it by G. Fred­
eric Lees, of which Messrs. Putnam’s Sons 
are the publishers.
Miss Ella McGoldrick, who accidentally 
met her death on Sunday afternoon, through 
falling over a cliff at Manly, was a vo­
calist of such rare ability as to bid fair 
to take her place at some future period, 
by no means far distant, amongst the most 
renowned singers. At a recent appearance 
in the Conservatorium Hall, her singing ere 
ated a marked impression, not merely be­
cause of the extraordinary beauty and 
range of her dramatic voice, but also by 
reason of the skill and judgment she dis­
played in using it. Had the war not in­
tervened, she would now have been study­
ing in Europe. Miss McGoldrick was a sis­
ter of Rev. Father McGoldrick, of Queens­
land. Her remains wTere taken to her home 
at Toowoomba, Queensland, for burial.— 
R.I.P.
Grace Glorified,
First, grace is here glorified in its object. She 
was “a sinner”—a sinner not in the flippant, 
unmeaning, everyday sense of the terra, but a 
sinner in the blacker, filthier, and more obnoxi­
ous sense. Sho had forsaken the Guide of her 
youth, and forgotten the covenant of her 
God; she had sinned against the laws of purity, 
and had made herself as a defiiad thins; She 
had fallen into that de-ey* ditch concerning 
which it is written, “ The abhorred of the Lord 
shall fall therein.” According to our Lord’s 
parable, she was in comparison with the Phari­
see as a flve-hundred-pence sinner, while the 
Pharisee ~ but as fifty. She was one of the 
scarlet sinners that we read of in Scripture; 
she sinned and made others to sin. Hers were 
offences which provoke the Lord to jealousy, 
and stir up His wrath. Yet, oh, miracle of 
miracles, she was an object of distinguishing 
grace, ordained unto eternal life! Grace has 
pitched upon the most unlikely cases in order 
to show itself to be grace; it has found a dwell­
ing-place for itself in the most unworthy heart, 
.that its freeness might be the better seen.
Deep Repentance.
Grace is greatly magnified in its fruits. This 
woman exhibited the deepest repentance. Sho 
wept abundantly. She wept out of no mere sen­
timentalism, but at the remembrance of her 
many crimes. She wept for sorrow and for 
shame as she thought over her early childhood, 
and how she had slighted a mother^ training, 
how she had listened to the tempter’s voice, and 
hurried on from bad to worse. Every "part of 
her life-story would rise before her as a 
painfully vivid dream. The sight of those blbssed 
feet helped her to remember the dangerous 
paths into which she had wandered; the sluices 
of grief w'ere drawn up, and her soul flowed 
but in tears. O blessed Spiri-t of Grace, we 
adore Thee as we see the rock smitten and the 
waters gushing. “ He c.auseth His wind to blow 
and the waters flow.”
V ery  H um ble.
Note the woman's humility. She had once 
possessed a brazen face, and knew no bashful­
ness, but now she stands behind the Saviour. 
She did not push herself in before His face; 
she was content to have the meanest standing- 
place. If she might not venture to anoint His 
head, yet if she might do service to His feet, 
she blushed as she accepted the honor. Those 
who serve the Lord Jesus truly, have a holy 
bashfulness, a shrinking sense of their own un­
worthiness, and afe content to fulfil the verjt 
lowest office in His household.
In  thft Pharisee's House, ^ (t> ? 7O &
The woman was courageous, for she£V r  & " 
needed much courage to enter a 
house. The look of a Pharisee to t l ^ r
A WOMAN’S LOVEI
BV REV. C. H. SPIRGEOX.
(Text: “ And. behold; a woman in the city, which 
was a sinner, when she knew that Jesus sat at meat 
in the Pharisee’s house, brought an alabaster box of 
ointment, and stood at His feet behind Him weeping, 
and began to wash Ills feet with tears, and did wipe 
them with the hairs of her head, and kissed His feet, 
and anointed therh with the ointment.” —l>uke vif. 37 S8.)
This is the woman who has been counfounded 
both with 'Mary Magdalene and Mary of Be­
thany. How the error originated it would not 
be easy to imagine, but error it certainly is. 
There is not the slightest shadow of evidence 
that this woman, who was a sinner, had even 
the remotest connection with her out of whom 
Jesus cast seven devils, or with Mary, the sis­
ter of Lazarus. This case now before us is 
the offering of a poor returning wanderer, who, 
• under a deep sense of gratitude, brings the
best she has to her Lord, and is accepted by 
His grace. In the case of Mary of Bethany, 
it was an advanced saint, one who had sat at 
Jesus' feet and heard of Him, and had afore­
time chosen the good part which should not 
be taken away from her, and she brings a 
costly tribute as the offering of her deep, 
sincere affection, which had grown and deepen­
ed by the receipt of many favors from His 
loving hand.
The Two Marys.
The advanced believer is more bold than vv*e 
| new convert. She anoints His head, whk 
f the other only anoints His feet, and she is 
not less loving, for if there be fewer tears there 
is a more costly spikenard. Jesus defended 
the penitent, and bade her go in peace; but 
in Mary's case there was no need to say, “Thy 
sins are forgiven," for she already possessed 
that boon; our Lord, instead of merely defenif 
ing, warmly eulogised her love, and deelar/ 
“ Wheresoever this Gospel shall be preach.
’ in the whole world, there shall also this, thV. 
this woman hath done, be told for a memorial 
of her." Thus much will suffice to show you 
that “ the woman which was a sinner" is 
neither to be confounded with Mary of Mag- 
dala on the one hand, nor Mary of Bethany on 
the other. Let U3 learn to read our Bibles 
with our eyes open, to study them as men do 
.he work of great artists, studying each figure, 
and even each variety of light and shade.
imist have been enough to freeze summer into 
howling winter. Those Pharisees had an in­
sufferable contempt of everybody who was not 
of their own clique, who did not fast twice a 
week, and tithe their mint, anise, and cummin; 
they said, by every gesture, “ Stand by, I am 
holier than thou.”  To a person of infamous 
character, the pompous Pharisee would be 
doubly contemptuous, and a woman conscious 
of unworthiness would be sorely wounded by his 
manners; besides, at a feast her tears would be 
much out of place, and therefore she would be 
the more rudely rebuked; but how fearless she 
was, and how bravely she held her tongue when 
Simon railed! What will not men and women 
do when grace moves them to love, and love 
prompts them to courage!
Real and Expensive Service.
In every part of this woman’s action grace is 
honored, and it is more especially in this re­
spect, that what she did was practical. Hers 
was not pretence, but real and expensive ser­
vice. The religion of some professors stops 
short at their substance; it costs them nothing, 
and, I fear, is worth nothing. There are to be 
found, and I have found them, persons whose I 
love to Christ is of such a sort that they give 
to His cause the larger proportion of their sub­
stance, and do so gladly, thinking it a privi- f 
lege; yea, I know some who pinch themselves— 
some of the poor and needy, who stint them­
selves that they may give to Christ. Buch 
are doubtless blessed in the deed. This woman’s j 
alabaster box was given freely, and if she had , 
had more to give, she would have given it, after fj 
the spirit of that other •woman, that memor­
able widow, who had two mites, which made a 
arthing, which were all her living, but she gave 
t all out of love to God. Grace reigns in- 
leed with high control when It leads men who 
oaturally would be selfish to practise liberality 
Jn the cause of the Redeemer. Let these glean­
ings suffice, the vintage of the fruits of grace 
/Is too great for us to gather it all this morn­
ing.UCOI1 9  DUUU1U -
He should be willing to accept my tears, willing 
to receive my prayers and my praises! We 
cheerfully accept a little flower from a child;
; * tit Jesus accepts from us that'^which Is in its 
ature impure, and upbraid us not. 6  grace, 
Jiow condescending art! See, believer,
Jesus ha., heard tny prayers and answered 
ithem; He h^s blessed Jh.v labors, given thee, 
jisouls as thy reward,* and at this mo­
ment that. whi'th is in thy heart<v
j to do for Him He receives, and He raises no 
I objection, but takes what thou hr ingest to 
I Him, takes it with joy. O gtface, thou art 
grace indeed, when the offerings of unworthy 
lones become dear unto Jesus’ heart.
must have been enough to freeze summer into 
howling winter. Those Pharisees had an in­
sufferable contempt of everybody who was not 
of their own clique, who did not fast twice aQn/1 tifh a
Christ's Acceptance of the Gift.
I would have you remark that grace is seen ! 
by attentive eyes in our Lord’s acceptance of 1 
what this chosen vessel had to bring. Jesus 
knew her sin. The Pharisee wondered that 
He did not shrink from contact with her. You 
and I may wonder too. We sometimes feel 
it a task to have to commune with persons of 
a certain character, even when they profess to 
repent; our Lord’s sensitiveness of the guilt 
of sin was much keener than ours, yet He 
rested still upon the couch, and quietly accepted 
what she brought, permitted her the fond fami- j 
liarity of kissing His feet again and again, and 
to bedew them with her tears—permitted all that,J 
I say, and accepted all that, and herein made 
His grace to shine most brightly. Oh, that 
Jesus should ever accept anything of me, that < 
Ho should be willing to accept my tears, willing 
to receive my prayers and my praises! We 
cheerfully accept a little flower from a child; 
l Jesus accepts from us tfoattwhich is in its 
atu*’o impure, and up bra us not. O grace,
J Jew condescending art! See, believer,
A Jesus ha.’ heard thy prayers and answered 
them: He h^e blessed }hy labors, given thee™, 
sou is as thy re ward,* and at this mo* 
i ment that whi^i is in thy heart  ^
j to do for Him He receives, and He raises no 
objection, but takes what thou bringest to j 
Him, takes it with joy. O gtfaee, thou art 
grace indeed, when the offerings of unworthy 
tones become dear unto Jesus’ heart.
fillet have been enough to freeze summer Into 
howling winter. Those Pharisees had an in­
sufferable contempt of everybody who was not 
of their own clique, who did not fast twice aO Tl/1 tit ho tVlaii* mint onion n n A nnmmill •
liever. But the Master said, “ Thy sins are 
forgiven thee;”  from that moment full assur­
ance of faith must have occupied her soul. And 
• then He gave her that choice dismissary bene- 
! diction, “ Go in peace,” by which the peace of 
God which passeth all understanding henceforth 
kept her mind, so that even when she had to 
go out of this world into the unknown realm, 
she heard the Divine sentence, “ Go in peace.”
I Ah, beloved, you know not what grace can do 
I for you. Have but faith, and you shall yet 
comprehend with all saints what are the heights 
and depths, and know the love of Christ which 
I passeth knowledge. Amen.
C avillin g  at Grace.
Further, grace is displayed in this narrative 
when you see our Lord Jesus Christ -become the 
defender of the penitent. Everywhere grace is j 
the object of human cavil; men snap at it like ! 
wolves. Some attack it at the fountain head; i 
they cannot endure the doctrine of election. 
Some professors almost foam at the mouth at 
the very mention of the word “ predestination*” 
they cannot bear it, and yet 4t is God's truth 
let them say what they will, and there shall it 
stand, let them kick against the pricks if they 
dare. “ It is not of him that wiileth, nor of 
him that runneth, but of God that showeth 
mercy. Would to God men would give up 
their rebellious questionings and bow before 
the King of king3 .
On this occasion, Simon cavilled at grace in. 
it.s objects, its condescension, its generosity 
its tenderness; he was angrv that a sinful 
woman should be allowed to approach the 
Lord; he would have put her in quarantine at 
the least, if not in prison. Some object to 
grace in its perpetuity, they struggle against 
persevering grace; -but others, like this Simon, 
struggle against the bounty of grace. How 
could such a woman as she was be permitted 
to draw so near to Christ? Certain captious 
spirits will demand, “ How should Jesus give 
to such unworthy ones such acceptance 
such manifestations of Himself, such privi- 
leges?' Our Lord took upon Himself to de­
fend her. and therefore she mteht well afford 
to hold her tongue. He justifies her and in­
cidentally justifies Himself. Had He not done 
well in having won a sinner’s heart to peni­
tence and love? Was not election justified 
in having chosen one to such holy devoted- 
Pess and fervency? At the last great dav the 
Lord will justify His grace before the eyes of 
* the whole universe, for He will allow the
grace-wrought virtues of His chosen ones to 
be unveiled, and all eyes shall see that grace 
(reigns through righteousness.
*‘Go in Peace.’’
 ^be grace of God is seen In this narrative in 
the bestowal of yet richer favors. Great 
grace saved her, rich grace encouraged her 
unbounded grace gave her a Divine assurance 
of forgiveness. It was proved that she was 
forgiven, for she loved much, but. she had never 
received the full assurance of it. She was a 
hopeful penitent rather than a confirmed be-
An Analysis oi Anglicanism,
NOT A CREED.
Mr. Shane Leslie, who has been an Angli­
can, has the following; acute notes on An­
glicanism in his recent book of memories:
Anglicanism is less a creed than a con­
dition of mind peculiar to the English. An­
glicanism .spells an ideal of temporal follow­
ed by eternal comfort. It is the historical 
attempt to combine the advantages of the 
Catholic and the reformed faith. It im­
plies tradition without mystery, Bishops 
without authority, an open Bible and a 
closed hell. The articles of the English 
Church were originally articles of peace, 
devised to enable the rival supporters of 
Church and Sovereign to live under one roof. 
Real Protostantr*m came later with the 
Puritans,. and Cromwell was the first Non­
conformist. -Anglican doctrine changes with 
dynasties and fashions of thought. The ri­
tual varies with each parish. But the 
Church has its -place as an old-established 
institution, disseminating traditions of cle 
cency and honour. Even Catholics would 
deprecate its disestablishment as a social 
disaster, second only to the overthrow oi 
the House of Lords.
Naturally in this connection Mr. Leslie 
has a word to say about Kikuyu:
The world crisis found Anglicanism 
cloven between the rival claims of the Bi- 
ships of Uganda and Zanzibar, who had col 
tided in the African mission field on th 
question as to whether their amazed con­
verts were Catholics or Protestants. The 
Kikuyu question, as it was called, was re­
ferred to the worthy Archbishop of Caste** 
bury, who decided, <fcx cathedra,79 that 
they'could be both, oi either, provided they 
did no violence to Church principles? Where­
at one archangel retired behind a cloud,'and 
two cherubs at least were admonished for 
laughing.
.-Speaking- of marriage among the .Bishop© 
of the Establishment, Mr, Leslie adds:
The most .curious compromise in Eng­
land is that the wives or spiritual peers 
have no official position. This dates from 
Queen Elisabeth’s cheery remark when the 
first married Archbishop brought his lady 
to court: ‘ ‘ Mistress I would not, wii’ e f  
cannot, call you. ’ 7
THE BELLS OF THE MISSION.
Bret Harters famous poem on the bells of 
the Mission Dolores, has t>een printed more 
than once in the Catholic Press, n but it 
can never grow stale, and it should be learn­
ed by heart, by the children 'of every Ca­
tholic school.
Bells of the past, whose long-forgotten music 
Still fills the wide expanse,
Tingeing the sober twilight of the present 
W ith colour of romance !
I hear your call, and see the sun descending 
O n  rock and wave, and sand,
A s  down the coast the Mission voices blending. 
Girdle the heathen land.
Within the circle of your incantation 
N o blight nor mildew falls ;
N or fierce unrest, nor lust, nor low  amb::ion 
Passes those airy walls
Borne on the swell of your long waves receding,
I touch the farther past;
I see the dying glow of Spanish glory,
T he sunset dream and last!
Before me rise the dome-shaped Mission towers,
T he white P resid io ;
T he swart commander in his leathern jerkin,
T he priest in stole of snow.
O nce more I see Portala s cross uplifting # 
A b ov e  the setting sun ;
A n d  past the headland, northward slowly drifting, 
T h e  freighted galleon.
O  solemn bells I whose consecrated Masses 
R ecall the faith o f old ;
O  tinkling bells ! that lulled with twilight music 
T he spiritual fo ld !
Your voices break and falter in the darkness 
Break, falter, and are still;
A n d  veiled and mystic, like the Host descending, 
T he sun sinks from the h ill!
, J. Lockington, S.J., Rector, St. Patrick’s College* 
East Melbourne.
Writing in the “ Nineteenth Century”  of 
‘ England's Empty Cradles," Father 
Bernard Vaughan tells his. country­
men some plain truths in his us­
ual outspoken style. The pith of 
his article he resumes in a footnote 
to this effect: “ After some experience I 
can say that, if  on the East sides of our 
chief cities we need cradles' for the babies, 
on the West sides we need babies for the 
cradles." The English Jesuit pays his re­
spects to the dog-loving women: /
Not that dogs should not be bred and fed and eared 
for ; but let us remember tbat a whole litter of prized 
pets can never replace, as the infant in the cradle may, 
a fallen drummer-boy in khaki. I believe there are 
more petted dogs than petted children in London, 
One woman writes to tell me she always goes into 
mourning for a defunct dog, and that she firmly be­
lieves she will meet her deceased pets in the next 
world. She does not say where.
There are numerous other hardly less strik­
ing passages in this study of the birth-rate 
in England. * * *
A  Divorce Tangle.
The diversity of divorce legislation in 
America is calculated to create, and doubt­
less does create, some strange situations'. A 
story—or parable—in the “ Chicago Tri­
bune" tells as follows how things are fon­
der the Stars and Stripes: ,
“ The census-taker: ‘ Your name, mum?' 
“ ‘ I don't know ."
“ ‘ Beg pardon, mum.'
“ ‘ I ’ve been divorced. At present my 
name is Mrs. Jones in this State. In seve­
ral States it is Miss Smith, my maiden name, 
and in three States it is Mrs. Brown, my 
first husband's name.'
‘ ‘ ‘ This your residence, mum ? ’ '
“ ‘ I eat and sleep here; but I have a 
trunk in a neighbouring State, where I am 
getting a. divorce from my present husband.' 
“ ‘ Then you're married at presentV 
“ ‘ I'm  married in Texas, New York, and 
Massachusetts; divorced in South Dakota, 
Missouri, Alaska, Oklahoma, and California; 
a bigamist in three other States, and a 
single woman in eight others.’ "
The “ Tribune's" story is well told.
S W E E T  M O T H E R -M A ID .
e moon is in the heavens above,
A nd  its light lies on thefoaming sea ;
So shines the star of M ary’s love 
O ’er this stormy scene^ of misery.
Our hands to life’ s hard \vork are laid,
But our hearts are thine,
Sweet M other-M aid !
O h, thou art bright as bright can be,
A n d  as bountiful as thou art bright;
A nd welcom e is the thought of thee,
A s  the fragrance of an eastern night!
Our hand s to life s hard work are laid,
But our hearts are thine,
Sweet M other-M aid !
W ide earth can give no place of rest.
A n d  for sorrow’s tale it hath no ea r ;
But all woes plead within thy breast,
For it echoes e ’en the silent tear.
Our hands to life’s hard work are laid,
But our hearts are thine,
Sweet M other-M aid!
W e  are no longer desolate,
Though our sins have stricken us at heart; 
W hom  thou didst bear hath borne their weight, 
A n d  thou wert Elis partner in the smart.
Our hands to life’ s hard work are laid,
But our hearts are'thine,
Sweet M other-M aid!
Calm as the blessed eye of G od ,
W hen it looks o ’er all this world below,
H e bids thee shed His peace abroad,
W ith a secret balm for every woe.
Our hands to life’ s hard work are laid,
But our hearts are thine,
Sweet M other-M aid.
By thee we learn, dear spotless Queen !
W hat a glorious G od  our G od  must be ; 
A nd  in thy glory His is seen,
For H e shows Himself when H e shows thee. 
Our hands to life’s hard work are laid, 
But our hearts are thine,
Sweet M other-M aid^A T H ^ R
A publican at Casino was fined £2 
and costs for allowing some* -soldiers 
having tea at his hotel to sing “ Nearer 
My God to Thee. ” The offence was 
that of having a “ musical gathering” 
cn the premises on a Sunday. It is a 
?ood thing the publican was not found 
saying his prayers. He would have 
been charged with permitting dancing
Why the Church Cannot Grant a Divorce*
K O ’D,: Matrimony was instituted by God 
and raised to the dignity of a Sacrament by 
Our Lord. It unites Christian men and 
women in lawful wedlock. God gives the par­
ties thus united special grace to fufllll the 
various obligations and discharge the nu­
merous duties which life imposes upon them.
The bond of Christian marriage is indis­
soluble; that is, it cannot be broken except 
by death. The words of St. Matthew, ‘ ‘ What 
God hath joined together, let no man put 
asunder, ’ ’ refer to the bond of marriage. 
The Church can never, therefore, grant a 
divorce, and under no circumstances can 
permit a divorced person to marry again, 
provided the former marriage is good or 
valid. For pertain grave reasons, 'the hus­
band and the wife may be permitted to live 
separatelv, but they are always husband and 
wife, and never free to marry another un­
til the other party dies.
A marriage can be contracted only in 
the absence of nullifying impediments which 
are obstacles standing in the way of its va­
lidity. There are a number of these im­
pediments. Marriage entered into with any 
of them present would be considered null and 
void by the Church, unless she dispenses 
with or removes them. To find out if they 
exist, as well as to publicly make known 
the solemnisation of marriage, the banm 
are published at the principal Mass in the 
parish church for three successive Sundays 
or holy days of obligation.
The marriage ceremony should take plaee 
in the parish church before God’s altar. It 
should also be performed at Mass, for it is 
only then that the’ nuptial blessing can be 
given. This cannot be imparted outside ol 
Mass. When marriage is to take place, whe­
ther at Mass or not, the persons to be mar­
ried should go to Confession, Mul if possible 
receive Holy Communion on the day of their 
marriage, as Matrimony is a Sacrament that 
should be received in a state of grace. They 
may receive Holy Communion at the Nup­
tial Mass, and in this case must be fasting.
The pastor should be given ample notice 
about marriages, at least three Sundays in 
advance, and no arrangements should be 
made nor invitation to the wedding sent out 
before he is seen. The day of marriage 
should not be spent in an unbecoming man­
ner or in frivolous, not to say sinful, plea­
sures.
un me Feast of St. Andrew (November 
30), a reception ceremony was held by his 
Lordship Dr. O ’Connor, in the Ursuline 
Convent chapel, when the candidate, Miss 
Kate Kenny, of Howell, N.S.W., received 
the holy habit of the Order of St. Ursula. 
His Lordship was assisted by Rev. Father 
M. Foley (Adm.) during the ceremony, and 
at the Benediction of the Most Holy Sac- 
ment, which terminated the solemn cloth* 
g of Sister Mary Vincent. Rev. Father 
. J. Carroll (Armidale) was present in 
e sanctuary. Rev. Fathers J. McDermott 
Umdarra) and D. Keane (Gunnedah) jour- 
wed by motor from Gunnedah to be pres- 
t at the function. The clergy and guests 
3re entertained at afternoon tea by the 
iv. Mother and community.
Tlie Letters I.H.S,
\ T S  • What do the letters I.H.S. so often
seen stand for or mean? There seems to be 
various interpretations of the same.
The abbreviation I.H.S. meant originally 
an abbreviation of the Greek word, JHSOb, 
the H being the Greek letter, which we pro­
nounce “ e ”  long. It was used as an em- 
blem or symbol during the Middle Ages, ant 
appears in the iconography of certain lot i 
century saints. This symbol and its other
forms as J.H.S. have erroneously been re­
garded as abbreviations of “  Iesus or Je­
sus Hominum Salvator”  (Jesus, the Saviour 
of Men), “ In hac (Cruee) salus (in this 
Cross—safety).' *
4 ‘ Man was Made to Mourn. ’ ’
J.H. (Bathurst): Kindly state where the 
following quotation occurs: “ Man's inhu­
manity to man made countless thousands
mourn.' ’ . ,
The lines you refer to occur m .Burns 
“ Man was Made to Mourn.”  The whole 
stanza reads as follows:
Man—whose heaven-erected face 
The smiles of love adorn—
Man’s inhumanity to man 
Makes countle&s thousands mourn !
jLutner and the Bible.
F.X.: Is it true that Martin Luther was 
the first to give the Bible to the people in 
a language that they could understand?
No; the testimony of history proves that 
such a statement is absolutely false. Lu- 
ther was born in 1483. Five complete folio 
editions of the Bible in High German were 
printed before 1477, nine more between 1477 
and 1522, and four in Low German, all prior 
to Luther's New Testament, which appear­
ed in 1522.
Mrs. Catherine Shaw.
Mrs. Catherine Sliaw, who died at her 
daughter’s residence, Fern Hill, North 
Springwood, last Thursday night, was a 
very highly respected resident of the 
Penrith district for about 64 years. She 
was a native of Cashel, Ireland, and came 
to Australia with her father, the late Mr. 
John Cummins, at the age of 14 years. She 
was at the time of her death 78 years of age. 
The deceased lady leaves a family of four 
sons and one daughter, two of her sons be­
ing at present in West Australia. She met 
with an accident a few months ago, wdiich 
hastened her death. She retained her fac­
ulties up to the last. The Very Rev. Father 
P. C. Cregan, and Rev. Father Simmonds 
were constant visitors to her bedside. 
She was buried in the Catholic cemetery, 
Springwood, on Saturday. Father Cregan, as­
sisted by Father Simmons, read the pray' 
ers at the graveside.—R.I.p.
CATHOLIC SCHOOL NEEDS
------•------
“ I am here as a priest of the Church whose 
flag represents religious liberty and civic 
equality, and we claim that our nuns and our 
brothers who labor in our schools shall be paid 
the same rate for their work as that paid the 
ladies and gentlemen who work in the public 
schools of the State,” declared Archbishop 
Kelly, addressing a very large gathering at the 
opening of new additions to St. Columba's 
Church, Leichhardt, yesterday afternoon. “ The 
question of the Church and the school,” went 
on the archbishop, “ is an Australian question, 
and I claim it is one for the working classes.” 
Ten thousand Acts of Parliament could be 
pitted against one law of nature, but the law 
of nature must prevail.” He was not there, 
.however, to denounce Parliament or its mem­
bers, but to point out as a priest where they | 
were wrong. It was between the ages of 6 and 
7 and 13 and 14 that childhood received the 
lessons to fit it for the sterner things of life, 
and God had given them means by which they 
could keep their schools. But why should they 
be penalised for doing it. It was a violation of 
civic justice that, as the same subjects were 
taught equally well in Catholic as in public 
schools, their people should be penalised 
merely because religion was added to the course 
in Catholic schools. Nobody wanted a division 
made amongst the children. It was he thought, 
a governor who said, “Separate little children 
into different rooms, and teach them for the 
love of God to hate one another.” (Laughter.) 
That was not the spirit of the matter at all. 
He reminded them that, while the instruction in 
Catholic schools approximated about £4 a head 
per annum, that in the subsidised State schools 
reached nearer £8. Why should £8 a head be 
paid for what could be obtained for £4? Then 
they were told there was to be an attempt in j 
some quarters to tax their schools, because 
they were making a profit on them. The mean­
ness of it! He claimed that they should, not 
submit to taxation of this character while the 
fclate schools were free of it._____
A French Journalist on the Pope.
Monsignor Francois Veuillpt, the dis­
tinguished editor of the ‘/Universe,1 * 
has recently written an article on
the present Holy Father, in which
he says: “ I f  it be -permitted for ns
to judge, it would seem that in 
the midst of the present sad war three du­
ties lie before the Head of the Church—to 
affirm the law of justice; to implore of 
God to put an end to the dire tragedy; to 
bring about the triumph of right and to 
soften as far as possible the cruelties and 
sorrows of the war. Now, these three du­
ties Benedict XV. has fulfilled with a firm­
ness which defies every critic. The prayers 
ordered by the Pope have publicly proved 
that whilst he asks for peace he also peti­
tions for the restoration of violated rights 
and the liberation of enslaved peoples. We 
also know that it is 'b y  tens of thousands 
that the wounded*prisoners who have been 
allowed to return home or tc live in a neu­
tral country return thanks to the Vatican. ’ ? 
Monsieur Veuillot, in the same article, speaks 
of an association which has been formed in 
the diocese of 'Poitiers by desire of the Bi- 
•shop, the members of winch agree to offer 
a day of Communion, prayer, and penance, 
every week or every month, for the inten­
tions of the Pope, and to strive as far as 
they can to make the Vicar of Jesus Christ 
better known and loved.
Rev. Father Lockington, S.J. (Melbourne),, ad­
dressed the members of the Catholic Women’s 
Association and others on “ Women’s Work in 
the World” in the hall of the Christian 
Brothers' School, attached to St. Mary’s Cathe­
dral, yesterday afternoon.
The lecturer said that the basis of nation­
hood was the family. Not only was woman the 
equal of man, but she was in many ways ahead 
of him. Man was what woman made him. 
National degradation began when women were 
degraded. When divorce was introduced woman 
lost her pow’er. Divorce meant race suicide and 
kindred horrors. Australian women had more 
freedom than any women on earth. The Catho­
lic Church did not tell them to mind their own 
business and look after their homes. The 
Catholic ‘Church said they might take up any 
sphere they liked. He had met suffragettes 
in gaols, blit he did not approve of tlieir meth­
ods. They had been driven to desperation as 
a result of the degradation of women. One of 
the shames of Catholic women was the way 
they neglected the vote. The number of women 
present there could change Sydney in five 
years’ time if they got to work. He suggested 
that their association be called “ The Catholic 
Women’s Social Guild,” the same as a similar 
organisation in Melbourne. That would be a 
mote comprehensive title, and would, more­
over, make for cohesion.
This was agreed to.
■pTOfoxims and Sayings of Father Paul 
Ginhac, S.J.
I must carry my cross, and carry it every 
moment of the day, for the glory of God and 
the salvation of souls; I must imitate Our 
Lord and His Blessed Mother so as to t>e- 
get Jesus Christ in every novice, in every 
soul. All in the Cross, and by the Cross, 
nothing without the Cross!
You have been long in the service of Our 
Divine King, our well-beloved Saviour, Je­
sus Christ, our All. As you advance, your 
heart becomes more loving and devoted in 
the eternal bonds you “have sworn H£m; 
you feel more and more how good it is to 
have left all things and oneself for love of 
Our Lord. Make daily progress in the spi­
rit of devotedness and self-sacrifice, for 
the sake of Our Divine Master.
Until the end of time Our Lord must be 
on the Cross in the person of His ministers, 
and in them continue the great sacrifice of 
Calvary. Happy those who are called upon 
to share the fate of this Divine Master. 
Nothing is of any value unless marked by 
the Sign of the Cross.
How insincere are certain confessions! 
One accuses oneself of a breach of silence, 
of not having swept one’s room, &c. Why 
not, before everything else, accuse our­
selves of our mediocrity? That is the 
great sin!
Do not accuse yourselves of any fault 
unless you are fully determined to avoid 
it in future. One confesses; the same 
faults occur again; there is no amendment. 
Why is this? Because we do not cure the 
real evil. We should consider the cause 
of these faults, their principle, the inor­
dinate affection whence they spring, 
and subdue that.
I f you wish to wTork efficaciously for the 
glory of God, hide yourself; remain hid­
den. He, vho lives a life hidden in God, 
gains everything, influences everything. 
Xavier, Paul, . . . carried with them
everywhere the foundation of the hidden 
life; there lay their strength.
Let us meditate chiefly with the heart. 
To do that, let us love Our Lord. When 
one loves, words do not fail. Consequently, 
let us have no will but God’s will; let us 
will simply and sincerely all that He wills, 
and as He wills it; let us will nothing. 
pit what He wdlls, and hate that 
which He hates. May our Lord give
us a new will, may He create in
us a new heart, may He give us His own 
Heart. When He asks for our hearts,
‘ ‘ Praebe, fili mi, cor tuum mihi, ’ ’ it is that 
He may give us His. We must, in fine, 
do everything from cur hearts.
Courage! Rise generously above the re­
volts of Nature; we must attain perfection; 
God wishes it; He will assist you. You 
fight along with Our Lord and under the 
eyes of the Blessed Virgin; fear nothing. 
Be large-hearted, be constant, so as to 
make better reparation for yourselves and 
for others.
A great number remain in mediocrity be­
cause they wish to act alone. They are not 
open with Superiors.
Do not forget that the greatest service 
you can render to your brethren is the ex­
ample of a regular life. Let us help one 
another to practise the rules. The society 
could not receive a greater service from 
you; and she wTill value this proof of your 
love more 'fchan any other.
Do nothing that is not from a superna­
tural motive, _____  __
To nonour the Sacrament
A SHEAF OF SUGGESTIONS.
vrovo u visit to the Blessed Sacrament.
Salute the Blessed Sacrament m passing
Thee in the Sacrament of Thy love.
e J e C S  the Blessed Sacrament io ro-
S° Make a spiritual Communion, saying: My 
Jesus 1 believe that Thou art truly present
" S S s t ' a t X  Benediction of the Blessed
SaEeadeatbook treating of the Blessed J3ac
raKeep a picture of the Blessed Sacrament
“ S i b X - r e a d i n g  matter o f p m -  «  
tides treating of t b e  Blessed Sacrament.^^ 
Encourage and aid children „ .
who have neglected it, to prepare for hrst
Hi yemo“ o f  Sng a hymn to the Blessed
ST tten d tihe Forty Hours’ Devotion, or the
H<£  thTelevation of the Sacred Host dur-
£ |  Hod, " lu te ""!!, * £ £ £  and
Blessed
ia Mak; an act of mortification in honour of
»  » « “ ”  -  
A v . i« » . » »  ° f  « “  
“ K n l f o r S e d  deigntag »  * " « »
with .«  i« the Blessed
Let the thought of Jesus ^  d incite
“  t h e  S O U L ’S  S O L A C E .”
(An old poem on a redeeming vice).
This Indian weed— now wither’ d quite,
Though green at noon— cut down at night, 
Shows thy decay,
A ll flesh is hay—
Thus think and smoke tobacco.
T he pipe so lily white and weak 
Doth thus thy mortal state bespeak,
T hou are e’en such 
Tone with a touch—
Thus think and smoke tobacco.
A n d  when the smoke ascends on high 
Then dost thou see the vanity 
O f worldly stuff 
G one with a puff —
Thus think and smoke tobacco.
A n d  when the pipe grows foul within,
Think of thy soul begrimed with sin;
For then the fire 
It does require —
Thus think and smoke tobacco.
A n d  seest thou the ashes cast away,
T hen to thyself thou mayest say 
That to the dust 
Return thou must—
Thus think and smoke tobacco.
T H O M A S  JE N N E R  (1631).
T H E  G R E Y  C O U N T R Y .
I dreamt a dream on November night 
O f the dear souls that wait in pain
For the full Vision, the Delight,
Beauty that shall not change nor wane.
T he grey country’s to heaven close—
Not heaven, but almost heaven’s twin,
A s  a grey rose to a gold rose,
A s  stars in water, faint and thin.
In the grey land were bliss enough,
D id not the Vision shine and gleam,
Turning the softest ways to rough,
1 Until they might attain to Him.
Mary walking in heaven’s bower,
H eard the sighing after her Son :
Give me T hy sceptre for an hour,
Thou who wert once my Little One
Mary came with stars in her hair,
T he new moon was under her fee t;
In the grey world, so still and fair,
T he heart of the world began to beat.
Some were clinging beside her skirt.
Soul on soul like a flock of birds ;
Others nested— oh, past desert!
O n  the heart that had seven swords.
Mary gathers them one and all —
Many a one late home from war
A s they were children tender and small, 
Sweetly gathers them all to her.
A s  a green tree in a bird’s flight,
I saw Mary amid her flock,
Carrying souls in her veil white,
Hiding them warm in her blue cloak.
K A T H A R I N E  T Y N A N
The Parish School,
BY ALBERT BIGELOW PAINE
'Two little nuns were teaching school 
Nearby, on Cozy-street;
l pass each morning, as a rule,
And now and then we meet.
The humble home is small and low;
Its walks are rude and bare,
And yet I loiter by, for, oh!
It seems so peaceful there!
I never liked to go to school,
I ’d always rather play;
I hated any kind of rule,
And sometimes ran away.
But when I pass that little door 
And breathe that holy air,
I want to be a boy once more 
And learn my lessons there.
Oh, little nuns with wimples white 
And hearts of Tjurest gold,
My soul is troubled sore to-night,
My heart is growing cold.
Oh, little nuns of sable dress,
And souls of drifting snow,
Teach me the way of righteousness.
And I can learn, I know.
Knights of Columbus.
Sydneyite: What is the strength of the 
Knights of Columbus?
There were 368,135 Knights of Columbus 
within the jurisdiction of the Order on June 
30l 1916, according to the annual report. 
The financial statement showed that
£172,081 had been paid in death benefits dur­
ing the year, and that the present assets of 
the Order, exclusive of special funds, are 
approximately £1,400,000. The healthy 
manhood of the Knights of Columbus was 
indicated by the report. The death rate dur 
ing the year was but seven per 1000 mem­
bers. This mortality list, he said, is the 
lowest of any fraternal organisation of its 
size or age in the country.

I he Devotion of Holy 5ouls
THOUGHTS FOR NOVEMBER.
The Church has laid down nothing on the 
subject. But doctors and saints commonly 
teach that they can. Although they can­
not themselves merit, because the time for 
meriting *for themselves is over, they are 
beloved of God, and can therefore pray for 
others and bo answered. They can do so 
all the more on account of their misfortune, 
for it leads God to have mercy upon them, 
and to grant them whatever He can accord 
them. Not being able to take account of 
their prayers on their own behalf, He is 
pleased to take account of them on behalf 
of others.
But, it will be said, they know not their 
benefactors; they are not like the blessed 
in heaven; they cannot see what is taking 
place on the earth. That may be so. But 
it is enough for then? to feel the relief that 
we procure for them to call down on their 
benefactors the blessings of heaven, for God 
knows them whoever they may be. Be­
sides, the holy souls often know from wdidin 
they get help in their sufferings. God al­
lows their guardian angels or ours to tell 
them this comforting news. Such is the 
view of Suarez and Bellarmine, and it is 
confirmed by a quantity of. private revela­
tions.
From this pious and sound belief is de-
.me Archbishop’s Addres?.
-nAf1c  C? " r®tulati"g  the parishioners oi 
*'ose Ba>' for having made such a splendid 
commencement of their new church his 
Grace the Archbishop of Sydney dwelt on
J r h S ,  af ®  ° f  religion t0 the community, unhappily, however, the spirit of the age 
nas not for religion. Australia might be 
progressing m commerce; but she was cer- 
tainlv not progressing in Christianity and 
cngion. It behoved us to see that the relj 
f  0,1 or our forefathers worn! be preserved 
to our successors. There was proof of the 
uck of faith and the fraternal spirit which 
religion imparted in the war between the 
masses which was going on at the present, 
eime. People wen- g-asping at every upor- 
tumty in order to satisfy their own personal: 
i “ t!v*St.S’ b,,<-.ause they never gave a thought - 
mlv M i-r r’ anJ thought of this world, 
free #hty w as, , th e  government of tbei 
00 will of man. Man was possessed of
mere IXOcree was issued, pn-rpre— nuauu. ,* 
what it was. Some thought it wTas a new 
kind of submarine, or something of the 
kind. (Laughter.) The object of the word 
was simply to wrarn us to be careful, and 
not to take a step rashly. The object of the 
Catholic Church was to sanctify our home*, 
and when children were sent by God they 
should be reared up in the proper atmos­
phere of religion, and their parents wTere 
responsible for seeing that this was done.
The pagan world followed the practice of 
destroying children, when they were con­
stitutionally weak, and not likely to be of 
value to the community. Not so with Chris­
tians, however. Christianity said: “ Thou 
shalt not k ill.’ ' Life came from God. Chris­
tian doctrine taught that it was better to 
be alive under any circumstances than not 
to live at all, became when we were alive 
we had the hope of heaven. Life was only 
a transient state. His Grace said to the 
children almost every week, when he was 
administering to them the Sacrament of 
Confirmation: “ Your parents hold God's 
place. It is through vour parents that God 
brought you into the world. They do every­
thing for you, and the one thing that thev 
seek is that you would be good children.'’
Continuing, his Grace pointed out that 
children must subject their will to their 
parents, growing up in wisdom f.nd grace, 
to be like the Divine Child Jesus. There
was the great objective of the Church— 
the sanctification and the beatification of 
the Christian family.
horse was guided by the reins. Morality was 
essential in bringing a man through the 
paths of virtue to heaven There was a pie* 
sent-day tendency in the world for people to 
take the paths which were most agreeable 
to them, and not to worry about whether 
those paths would take them to heaven or 
not. From a social standpoint Christianity 
consecrated the family. The first ideal in 
the mind of God, and the first ideal in the 
Catholic Church was the Christian family. 
God joined our first parents together; and 
not in those baser things, but in their 
minds and hearts. They were joined toge­
ther in working out the same plan of life, 
and that was still the ideal of the Christian 
family. Some years ago, when the Ne To- 
mere Decree was issued, people wondered 
what it was. Some thought it was a new 
kind of submarine, or something of the 
kind. (Laughter.) The object of the word 
was simply to warn us to be careful, and 
not to take a step rashly. The object of the 
Catholic Church was to sanctify our homes, 
and when children were sent bv God they 
should be reared up in the proper atmos­
phere of religion, and their parents were 
responsible for seeing that this was done.
The pagan world followed the practice of 
destroying children, when they were con­
stitutionally weak, and not likely to be of 
value to the community. Not so with Chris­
tians, however. Christianity said: “ Thou 
shalt not kill.”  Life came from God. Chris­
tian doctrine taught that it was better to 
be alive under any circumstances than not 
to live at all, because when we were alive 
we had the hope of heaven. Life was only 
a transient state. His Grace said to the 
children almost every week, when he was 
administering to them the Sacrament of 
Confirmation: “ Your parents hold God's 
place. It is through vour parents that God 
brought you into the world. They do every- 
thing for you, and the one thing that they 
seek is that you would be good children.'’
Continuing, his Grace pointed out that 
children must subject their will to their 
Parents, growing up in wisdom rnd grace, 
to be like the Divine Child Jesus. There 
mas the great objective of the Church— 
the sanctification and the beatification of 
the Christian family.
“ Now, what of society? What of the 
worker and the employerV r continued his 
Grace. “ They are simply directed to found 
their happiness in doing to each other what 
they would wish to have done to themselves, 
and that, for the sake of God; not because 
a man is friendly or unfriendly, but because 
that is- the will of God in putting tig to live 
together. When I say work, T mean it in 
its widest sense. No matter what your tal­
ent may be, no matter what line of action 
you take, you are dependent upon one an­
other. Just as all the different parts of 
the human body, all worked together for 
the common welfare of the whole body, so 
should the different clasess of the commun­
ity co-operate, forgiving one another, bear­
ing with one another, and allowing their 
debts to be forgiven, as they expect God 
to forgive their own. This "state of things 
could not be brought about otherwise than 
1 by religion. Religior taught us that even 
if wo gained the whole world and gained I
nor lire everlasting it would profit 
mg- -Religion gave us peace, bi
d profit us noth-
The Devotion to the Holy 
5ouls,
THOUGHTS FOE NOVEMBER.
What is the nature" of the pains of Pur­
gatory?
Of this \vc have no exact knowledge. But 
what is sure is this, that souls suffer un­
speakable torments there. The writer of 
the ‘ ‘ Imitation of Christ/* summing up the 
opinions of many of the saints, does not 
hesitate to say that ‘ ‘ one hour of the tor­
ments of Purgatory will be more dreadful 
liian years of the most rigorous penance on 
earth. ’ *
Doubtless, there are also very great jovs 
in Purgatory. First of all, there is the joy 
of the certainty of eternal salvation. The 
holy souls do not vet see God, but they are 
sure of seeing Him one day. They have, 
therefore, no further fear or anxiety as to 
their eternal fate.
Then, what a joy they must feel to see 
their expiation being fulfilled every day 
ami every moment, and the hour of their 
deliverance drawing near! There is none 
of the despair of bell, for the damned curse 
their sufferings, while souls in Purgatory 
bless theirs. They feel that they are suffer­
ing for God, and.,in order to be united to 
Him. They lw elD od passionately, and we 
know how love transforms even the most 
painful things so as to make them easy to 
bear.
Hence Purgatory has its joys and consola­
tions, but is has also astounding sorrows.
The Deprivation of God.
One of the most terrible pains is of a na­
ture that we can hardly understand in this 
world, and this is the penalty of the priva­
tion of the sight of God, On earth we 
have no personal knowledge of God, and 
our notion of Him is too imperfect for us 
to suffer through being far from Him. 
Moreover, outward tilings occupy our atten­
tion with distractions, and therefore we feel 
our being at a distance from Him so little. 
But at the hour of death, when the things 
of this world are ceasing to take up our 
minds, God makes the soul aware of all His 
beauties and infinite perfections. Then 
the soul which is not, entirely purified de­
sires at once to rush towards Him, and an 
irresistible force holds it back, so that f* v.
feels repelled and kept far off. The pain 
of such a situation cannot be fathomed'"by 
us. Our earthly affections are but dull 
and yet those who have seen a father or 
mother orjchild taken away by death know 
how sorrowful is the separation that tears 
the beloved from one another. Yet such 
rendings apart are as nothing compared with 
those of the soul which finds itself separat­
ed from God. We can more easily form an 
idea of the penalty of the senses./ which re­
sembles somewhat that which we feel in 
'onr flesh. Our sensibility quickly, takes 
alarm at this. This suffering also exists, 
and that in a terrible form, in Purgatory; 
such is the general opinion. But we cannot 
tell what its nature exactly is. Most of the 
r, theologians of the Catholic Church speak of 
flames, of a real fire. If St. Thomas Aqui­
nas is to be believed, it is identical with 
that of hell. But the theologians of the 
Greek Church admit rather of a merely .me­
taphorical fire, such as “ the fire of remorse, 
or of sorrow.7 ’ On this point the Church 
has made no definition.
Moreover, it is clear that they must vary 
according to the debts that have to be paid, 
the sins that have to be expiated. Plainly, 
justice demands that the penalty shall be in 
proportion to the amount. The intensity 
of the suffering in the penalty of being de 
prived of the sight of God, as well as in 
that of the senses, will tie according to the 
numbers, the character, and the gravity of 
the sins omitted. And so must it be with 
the time the penalty endures.
How long does it last? No one can toil. 
It is a mystery which God lias not thought 
it for oitv good to reveal. All that we knov 
is that the pain of Purgatory will cease for 
all men after the last Judgment. Thence­
forward there will only Tie heaven for the 
good and hell for the wicked.
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i VF-St Patrick’s Cliureli, Lochinvar, on 
wSnSdayfSeptem ber 27 a very pretty 
wedding was solemnised by the Rev. la tter  
p  C. McCormick, P.P., assisted by the •
Father V F. Peters, Adm., St,, John s Ca 
thedral West Maitland, when Bridget Alice, 
roundest daughter of the late Michael and 
Mrs §Coffev, of “ Hillsborough,”  was mar­
ried’ to WfTliam Patrick, youngest son o 
the late John Walsh, of “  Aberglasslyn,
! S d  Mrs. Walsh, 0f  “  P a g w T h e  
who was conducted to the altar by her Dio 
ther, 'wore a dainty frock of white crepe de 
chine and ninon, becomingly draped with 
shadow lace. She also wore a white tuue i 
hat, with ostrich plume, and carried a show­
er bouquet of white roses and ferns 
which, With a gold crossjrnd chain, wer 
\gifts from the bridegroom. Tt?; k 
Sift to the bridegroom was a handsome pair: 
lo t gold sleeve links. She was attended y l 
I two bridesmaids, Misses M.
I O ’Connell, nieces of tlie bride, b I 
1 wearing dainty frocks of white silk and 
(white tulle hats, with pink roses and car I 
Irving bouquets ot pink loses anal
I carnations, which, with a gold cha I 
leach, were gifts tro.n the bride I 
I groom. Mr. D. Flannery, cousin of the I 
I bridegroom, acted as best man and l,i . I 
1O ’Connell, nephew of the bride, act - I
groomsman. After the ceremony a re i_p |
It ion was held in the School of Arts- Bodun.
1 var, when about 80 guests were « «  vm b 
I Mrs Coffey. After the breakfast, at whichl 
I the Rev. Father P. C. McCormick P™BidedJ 
I several musical items were rendered. M .1 
•ind Mrs. Walsh left by the afternoon trainl 
for Sydney, the bride travelling in a navyl 
tailored costume, with hat to “ c k T 
presents were both numerous and costly, in I 
eluding a handsome dinner set from 1
members of St. John ’s branch of the A.H.C. 
Guild, of which the bridegroom «  warden, I 
■;l marble clock, from the members ot Louth 
1 Park and Dagworth Progress Association, 
and a silver teapot, frpm the pai , 
yoitt ,-trn
lidale’s New Anglican 
Bishop.
A TASTE OF  ^HIS QUALITY.
The Rev. W. E. Wentworth-Shields is the 
; Anglican Bishop-Elect of Armidale. No 
1 doubt the New England people will highly 
appreciate the follow iig  taste of his quality 
whitdi appeared on the 3rd inst., in the 
lyLvhurch Standard/’ the organ of the An 
:^an Church in this State;
| Religion and politics make strange 
Ifellows. Common hatred of Great Bri- 
Ti and its Government has drawn the ad- 
ents of I.W.W. and Roman Catholics to- 
her into an evil partnership, Li spi t  e
of the urgent message of Archbishop Clune, 
who is away with the troops, to support the 
referendum, his appeal has been officially 
honoured rather in the breach than in the 
observance. Official directions in Roman Ca­
tholic circles have prescribed a negative. 
Nuns have voted ‘ No ’ in a body. From a 
report in the ‘ Age,’ on September 18 
Archbishop Mannix stated conscription was 
a hateful thing, and that Australia had done 
her full share, or more than her full share 
in the war. Father O ’Keefe, at Bowen, 
'went considerably further. We print his re­
marks in all their native Irish charm:
I hope that the hands will wither of all those who 
vote for conscription, that God will turn all those from 
voting1 for conscription. If conscription is granted 
there will be civil war in Australia, and I will fight 
with the rebels to the last drop ol my blood.
One may put alongside this loyal Irish 
outburst, a remark of the editor of ‘ Direct
Action,’ an I.W.W. newspaper, which is as 
unpleasantly blasphemous as the Roman Ca­
tholic priest, Father O ’Keefe, is treason­
able :
The crucifixion of a religious fanatic two thousand 
years ago seems more important to the religiously sus­
ceptible than the crucifixion of millions of wage 
slaves right now.
The R.C.’s are in a bad case when they 
celebrate mixed marriages of this sort. It 
is high time that the Commonwea th issued, 
on its own account, some drastic measure 
of Nc Temere.”
W. F. WENT WORTH-SHIELDS, Daking House, Sydne^ '
No one would ever think that a clergy­
man of the Anglican Church, carrying 
the hall-mark of a University, and 
the brevet-rank of a Bishop, could be guilty 
of such low-down malice. The Armidale 
Anglicans arc to be commiserated on the
appointment of such an unreasoning dis-1 
turber. Mr. Wentwmrth-Shields, in hisl
assertion that official statements ini
Roman Catholic circles have pre­
scribed a negative, is guilty of what Mr. W.l 
M. Hughes calls “ unnecessary and unjusti-l 
fiable falsehood. ”  In his statement that I 
the nuns voted “ No ”  in a body! 
he is asserting guesswmrk as truth, and I 
in his statement that the “ R.C.’s ” l 
have contracted a mixed marriage w ith the I 
I.W.W., his conduct can only be described I 
in one word, which we certainly would not] 
apply to a gentleman—it is blackguard!' 
There is no need of a Ne Temere | 
decree to prevent the marriage of the Rev. 
Wentworth-Shields and the truth. We are 
very glad to be able to acquit both Oxford I 
and Cambridge of having turned out a gra­
duate of this calibre. The type is extinct 
in all up-to-date Universities.
A T T A C K E D  B Y  S H A R K
MAN KILLED AT MIDDLE 
HARBOUR.
W IF E ’S H ERO IC ACTION .
A shocking tragedy occurred at Middle 
Harbour yesterday morning, when a man was 
killed through being bitten by a shark.
Mr. Walter Cromwell German, aged 41, 
motor engineer, a native of England, resid­
ing at Torquay-street, Middle Harbour, at 
about 9 a.m., was, as is his custom, 
bathing with his wife in front of their 
residence. Mrs. German was separated from 
him by a few yards. She is not able to swim, 
and wras not in deep wTater. Mrs. German 
heard a scream, and saw her husband strug­
gling in the water, with blood all around him. 
She rushed to him. In consequence of her 
cries, a neighbour, Mrs. Evans, arrived, whilst
Mrs. German was struggling to save her hus­
band, and the two women carried Mr. Ger­
man’s body ashore.
The commotion made by Mrs. German evi­
dently frightened the shark, because it mads 
off, and did not make any further attacks dur­
ing the attempts at rescue.
. The shark attacked its victim directly from 
the front, its teeth almost encircling de­
ceased’s body. The wounds were terrible. The 
whole of deceased's chest was torn away, 
revealing the heart and lungs, besides sever­
ing the right forearm to thq elbow. One of 
the deceased’s legs was cut clean to the bone 
at the knee, this, it is surmised, being caused 
through the shark’s fin.
Mrs. German after her brave attempt to 
save her husband, became delirious.
Fishermen in boats yesterday scoured 
waters, but were unable to land the sharl
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